Welcome to HTW Berlin

What to study and where to study? There are not easy decisions to make. While we expect you should study at HTW Berlin, it is a question only you can answer, so we can definitely help you when it comes to where to study. After all, it is your decision.

To get a first-hand impression of the university, come to our next open day and take a look around campus. Visit our website for details of our study programmes, module content and teaching, attractive campus locations, a modern infrastructure and an excellent service.

There are many good reasons!

More than just theory.

Studying without learning the theory is impossible, but theory does not need to be dull and boring. Study programmes are not just about empirical research and fields of expertise to ensure that our study programmes are always up to date. Our study programmes also include a mandatory practical phase. Furthermore, to stay in line with changes in technology, we look closely at which qualifications are needed and adjust our study programmes accordingly. Our degree programmes range from Fashion Design and Business Administration to new and innovative study programmes such as Facility Management, Business and Society. This is regularly confirmed by the accreditation and reaccreditation of our study programmes by external experts. Our study programmes are reflected in the student population on campus, where you'll see engineers tinkering away, creative designers with portfolios tucked under their arms, business and computer freaks discovering all kinds to know about their computers.

High-quality software and service.

Enjoy WiFi in all university buildings, computer pools with the latest software and an Information Technology Centre with a hotline should you need help students to plan their studies. Every semester the best professors receive an award for excellence in teaching.

State-of-the-art studies.

We are continuously developing our study programmes to reflect the latest in technology, changing businesses, society and business. This enables students and lecturers to keep pace with changes in technology, business and society. This is regularly confirmed by the accreditation and reaccreditation of our study programmes by external experts. Our study programmes are reflected in the student population on campus, where you'll see engineers tinkering away, creative designers with portfolios tucked under their arms, business and computer freaks discovering all kinds to know about their computers.
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Get the bigger picture.

If you would like to study in a foreign country, the International Office maintains contacts with approximately 600 universities in Europe and overseas. This makes it easy to incorporate an academic semester at a partner university into your study programme. You can apply for a semester abroad at a university in another country or even faraway destinations like Australia, China or Mexico. If you prefer to stay in Berlin, the Career Service department can help you find placements in German and international companies. Your gateway to the world.

Children are welcome here.

There's nowhere else like Berlin!

Your gateway to the world.

Children are welcome here.

Well prepared for the job.

There's nowhere else like Berlin!

Meet you at the beach bar or the park?

Berlin is an exciting city, especially for students (at least 6 different universities, there is a very lively and friendly student community at Berlin, on average range of cultural events and activities can be enjoyed at any time of the day or night. Last but not least, the city is beautiful and can be explored without a car – simply hop on the S-Bahn or the regional express train and you’re there. Cultural events and activities can also be enjoyed at any time of the day or night.

Complete barrier-free access!

HTW Berlin is a university that welcomes disabled students. Barrier-free measures on campus include dropped curbs, lifts with disabled access in all buildings, automatic doors with voice announcements and braille as well as technical and physical support at the university’s Information Technology Centre. HTW Berlin has introduced multiple ways to its commitment to disabled students, which vary for the different universities. This includes the rota plan for disabled students and the 600+ adaptations prior to “leave without benefits” which is awarded by the European Union.

In Berlin, there are approximately 1,500 students from over 100 different countries here on campus, giving HTW Berlin a very international flair. While staying right here. Subject-specific foreign language studies are an integral part of the programme.

Berlin is an exciting city, especially for students (at least 6 different universities, there is a very lively and friendly student community at Berlin, on average range of cultural events and activities can be enjoyed at any time of the day or night. Last but not least, the city is beautiful and can be explored without a car – simply hop on the S-Bahn or the regional express train and you’re there.

Study while you are a parent is no problem at HTW Berlin. The university does a great deal to ensure that students can continue studying in family-friendly environments. For example, the university has special family rooms and flexible childcare options. Students can apply for a semester abroad at a university in another country or even faraway destinations like Australia, China or Mexico. If you prefer to stay in Berlin, the Career Service department can help you find placements in German and international companies. Your gateway to the world.
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